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Blurring on CyUinder Presses.

In the _7o>urpal fur Buchdniuckerkwnt4 Stutt-
gart, we fir.d a very able article on the above
subject, and have made the following free trans-
lation of the principal points :

Slurring is where words, uines or rules on the
outer edges of forma, or near blank spaces, have
a blurred appearance or print double, and mostly
occurs on the front or back edge of the form,
Sometimes both; it often occurs in the centre of
at form, the latter case mainly in printing tint
Plates or solid surfaces, and is then difficult to
Overcome. Among the many causes of slurring
fliay be found paper, form, compositor, press-
%]a5n, press, floor, transmission of power, and
the general management of the business. The
Paper is the cause when wavy or wrinkled,
ýOching the type before a fuît impression fromi
t1it cylinder cornes upon it ; the sanie may occur
Whtre folded paper is used aiid the backs have
11ot been properly broken and pressed; again,
Where the paper has been too long wet down,
the edges curl and prevent it from lay ig smooth-
,y on the cylinder; thin paper is less hiable to
8111r than thick. Points in the formi being too
high occasion much trouble; thick tapes running
to<Ô near the type will niake à slur. The type
forai is the cause when imperfectly justified, or
if lorked up too tight and it springs;- it niay
4'PPeni somnetimes to the best compositor that
hiles work loose when on the press, in which
ease the type is pulled. up by tZ rollers, thus
bearing off the paper. and a partially double im-
:"ession is the result. Extra heavy ink, and
Sticky or very new rollers will frequently bc the

U5.In any of the above cases the remedy is
SUWpIcenough after the cause is discovered.

eIrhe are type fornis such as have a large
blsiik space in the centre, in îvhich the slur will
otkur nt -the bottom, caused by the sag of the

lae; sec that the draw sheet is tight, also the
~,ler bands, so that the sheet is kept snug to
t1ýCylinder. Forms with wood cuts or stereo-

tYPe plates ma>' sometirnes show a slur on one
endorth other;- it may be caused by soft or

uneven underlays, or possibly the blocks are
warped; the first thing to see is that the blocks
are type bigh, using only hard packing or bristol
board for underlays, except where the underînys
are very slight; warped îvood cuts can be straight-
ened by placing them concave side down on a
pad of wet bhotting paper for a short tinie.
If slurring is caused by plates being loose and
uneven on the blocks, have thern properly fast-
ened, and see that the plates and blocks are per-
fectly true. A great deal of annoyance is caused
by the use of uneven woocl and metal furniture
in book fornis, causing them to spring, and a fair
impression cannot be obtained; locking the forai
too tight on the bed of the press nill produce a
like effect.

Some machines by many years run on the sanie
form. are hiable to slur if forrns of other sizes are
put on, particularly if head or foot lines stand
atone; in this case the fault is in the cylinder
boxes, which have become worn, and will require
to be repairec>before good work can be donc. If
the slur be found a foot of formn, the cylinder is
too smaîl and should be brought up with hard
packing or a sheet of zinc ; but if the stur is at
the head the cylinder is too, large and the pack-
ing must be reduced. In the first instance a
watchful pressman will notice that the type wvill
get off its feet to the head, ini the latter case it
works off its feet towards the foot, niaking it
necessary to frequently unlock the form. and
straighten the type up. If the cylinder is too
large it goes faster than the bed, if too small the
bcd travels faster than the cylinder, in either case
the sheet is moved during the impression and
shows a slur. In ail these cases slurring may
be avoided by attention and care.

We now corne to a kind of slurring where the
most experienced pressman may find himself in
a dilemma; this is where the slur appears in one
or more places, and neyer occurs in any other
part of the sheet; it is caused by sonie of the
teeth in the rack or pinion being smaller or
larger than the rest ; although the slur may be
but slight, it causcs bad work and wears down
the type very rapidly; the best remedy is to avoid
buying that kind of press.

Slurring of the worst kind is îvhere type or
plates are worn down remarlabhy quick, and no
one is able to give the reason. The pressman'
can prove he bas flot too rnuch impression, the
type is good, paper of excellent quality, yet after
say 15,ooo inîpressiois the type has lost its
sharpness, and at 30,000 it ill not give a dis-
tinct impression at ail, while after a run of
50,000 the type is only fit for the metal pot.
Hlere is a sneaking, gnawing enemy; a shaky
floor, or foundation, vibrating at every move of
the press, causes slurring the year round, ruin-
ing type and presses, and the temper of the
pressmnan.-Eectroyper
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